May Meeting
Monday, May 10, 2021
Iverson Park at 6:30pm

May Agility Trial
5/7 — 5/9
Judge: Siong Black
November 2021 Fall Obedience Trial
Judges: Lynn Tamms & Robert Bergen

November 12-14 2021 Agility Trial
Judge: Michael Teh
Nov 2021 2nd Agility Trial
Judge: Terry Elger

Volunteers are always needed
for all our events. It is a
great way to meet people
and learn how these events
run. And what could be
more enjoyable than a day
spent with dog people? As
events are posted here in
the newsletter, please consider helping the club. None
of these activities can continue without your help!

Our May meeting will be in
Iverson Park at
6:30 on May 10, 2021.

This will also be our Awards Meeting! We look
forward to seeing everyone out to support our active
membership and celebrate their accomplishments.

Run-Thrus

Our next date for RUN THRUS will be on Saturday, May 15 from 1:00 – 4:00. Set up will be at noon.
Run Thrus are a wonderful way to train in a trial-like atmosphere, socialize your dog or work with distractions --and get ready for the upcoming trials!! Each 15-minute time slot is $10.00.
We will have 3 rings set up --- Novice, Open and Utility. If you are interested in Rally, simply use the Novice
ring and bring some signs along. You can have someone act like a judge or work on your own. Use the 15
minutes however is BESTS fits you and your dog.
Reservations are needed and can be made by emailing Dana at nelson.dana22@gmail.com. Let me know your
name, the ring you want and a few times that will work for you.
The number of volunteers and support for this has been AMAZING! Thanks everyone! (P.S. if you want to volunteer, let me know….)
NOTE: We will be taking off in June and July….we plan to RESUME in August!

Stranger Danger
Do you have a “Covid Puppy”? If you got your puppy during 2020, you’ll find that people are sometimes referring to
them as Covid Puppies… When they say this, it is usually coming with a negative association. When I hear someone
say this about their puppy, I immediately think – Under socialized. Unfortunately, this is the case more often than not.
I have a little Covid Puppy too. We scooped her up in June, 2020. Right when all of the puppy classes were put on
hold. Even if we were to take her for a walk, no one wanted to come up close enough to pet her and say Hi. Luckily, we
have been able to get her out a lot lately, and (fingers crossed), she is almost ready for her very first dog show!
Some of the puppies have had a pretty rough time with this lack of socialization. They are very afraid of anything outside of their home, their safe little bubble. And, since they have grown past the age of actual socialization (which ends
around 14-ish weeks), we are now left to train them to be comfortable with different environments. It can sometimes be
stressful for the dogs, and for us humans too!

Here are some tips to help your dog overcome the fears of the outside world…
Let’s take Stranger Danger as our example. We might pet our dogs and say “it’s okay”, when our dogs are afraid. But
guess what, they’re still scared. This means their fear is overriding their ability to listen to what we are saying, right? If
you look at this scenario in the larger picture, it’s telling us that our dog is unable to trust us to take control of the situation. Unable to trust us to keep him safe.
First and foremost, our dogs need to know that we are going to keep them safe.
Imagine this scenario – I am out walking my shy dog and I see a friend of mine. We approach each other and stop
about 6’ away. At this point, a few things could happen:
I push my dog to walk out in front of me to greet the person.
My dog hides behind me, so I hand some treats to the person and ask her to give my dog a treat.
I move away from the person and ask my dog to pay attention to me.
Which do you think is the most appropriate way to handle a shy dog? Let’s break it down.
“I push my dog to walk out in front of me to greet the person.”
Um, yikes! I hope we can agree that this is probably the worst thing you can do! If a dog isn’t ready to say Hi to someone, pushing them forward could make the situation worse. You could create a fear biter and solidify the dogs’ anxiety
in seeing new people. A definite no-no!
“My dog hides behind me, so I hand some treats to the person and ask her to give my dog a treat.”
Nope! Not this one either.
This is a suggestion that many trainers offer for shy dogs. They often suggest this is because they think when a dog
takes treats from a stranger, they will associate that stranger with something good. If your dog loves new people, then
great! You can go ahead and use this method. However, if your dog is feeling unsure of the person, please do not do
this. It could, and probably will, set your dog back in their training.
Think of this from the dog’s perspective. They are afraid of a person, yet they want the food. So, they may quickly go
towards the person to get the treat, but then they will quickly go back to their owner’s side. This doesn’t teach or train
them to like the person. And it certainly does not teach them that you are going to provide them with a safe environment. In fact, this method completely TAKES YOU, THE TRAINER, OUT OF THE EQUASION! This also leaves
you with zero control of what the other person does.
You know how people can be well-meaning, but still do things that can mess your dog up? I can think of countless situations where you say “please don’t pet him”, and after a couple minutes what happens? They reach out to pet your dog.
Or you say “please don’t let him jump on you”, and what happens? They say “oh that’s okay, I love dogs”!

There are also many, slight things, that this person could do that would set your dog back in their “stranger training”. If
they are offering your dog a treat, they are most likely positioned incorrectly for a fearful dog. Facing your dog, front
towards your dog, reaching out towards your dog, looking at your dog – all no-no’s for fearful pups! Even if you ask
them not to do that, it’s human nature to flow into that posture. Plus, now you’re relying on this stranger to train your
dog, not you. This is a situation where you really need to take control of your dog’s environment to show them that
you are keeping them safe.
Another thing they may do is reach out to your dog to pet it, right after it’s taken the treat. I can almost guarantee you
that your dog is going back up when that person reaches their hand over your dogs head. If that happens, your dog will
remember the experience. Now you have a dog that takes a treat quickly and then backs away to avoid the strangers
hand over their head.
Lastly, do not verbally encourage your dog to approach the person. If you talk to your dog and say things like “it’s
okay, that’s just Bob!” you could be inadvertently scaring your dog even more. They may want to listen to your command, but be too afraid. Or, your voice may be spoken in a praising-type tone. Which would mean you’re accidentally
praising your dog for feeling fearful…
“I move away from the person and ask my dog to pay attention to me.”
Yes! Perfect! This is the one! If you have a dog that is shy of new people, this is the way you want to start. Doing this
will help your dog in a few different ways:
First off, there is no rule that says everyone has to pet your dog, right? Or, even approach your dog. If your dog
goes out and thinks that there is going to be a lot of social interaction, this could create anxiety and stress,
right? Help your dog understand that most times when you go out, he does not have to worry about people approaching him. Trust me, he’ll start to feel much more comfortable about going out. It’s like me, when I want
to quick run to the grocery store, and I cross my fingers and hope that I don’t see anyone I know, haha!
You want to help your dog understand that YOU are in control of his environment. If he understands that you are
controlling things, and that you’re going to keep him safe, he will have a much easier time letting his guard
down and enjoying his outing. Conversely, if he feels like his environment is uncontrolled, he will be afraid of
everything around him, wondering when someone might approach. Let him know that you are not going to let
anyone too close to him, and that he (nor the strangers around him) does not need make any of the decisions,
because you do. This will help him feel more secure and start to defer to you more! (yay!!)
If you do see someone you know, and you want to chat, keep a comfortable distance from them. How can you tell
what is a comfortable distance? If your dog is hiding behind you, you’re too close!
Ideal training scenario for a fearful dog – Level One
Pick a place where there will be people, or people and dogs. No, not a dog park! Those are way too uncontrollable!
Say you’re in the parking lot of Menards, or even better - at a dog show. You’ll want to place yourself and your
dog outside the building, near the entrance, but not too close! Have super-high value treats ready. Take your chair,
get comfy.

Whenever you dog sees someone walking towards the door, ask for a “Look” and start treating. Continue the treats
as the person walks towards you (of course they’re walking towards the door, but your dog doesn’t know that”). As
soon as the person is no longer walking towards you, but has passed that imaginary line and are now walking away
from you, the treats stop. Don’t talk to your dog. Calmly ignore your dog.
People can be approaching from any direction. They could be coming out of the building or going towards the
building. Approaching simply means they are facing in your general direction.
Next person starts to approach. You ask your dog to “Look” at you. The treats start flowing. Remember, keep your
talking to an absolute minimum at this point. Just “Look” and then treat rewards. As soon as the person is no long
walking towards you, treats and attention calmly stop.
The reason you stop treating when the person walks away is because you want your dog to learn that the approach
is the good part! All too often we reward our dogs when the training portion is done. I don’t want my dog to think
that a person walking away is the good part. My dog will start thinking, phew! I’m so glad that person walked
away. Nope, I want my dog to think a person walking towards him is awesome!

Continue this for 5 minutes or so. If someone wants to stop and say hi, politely put your hand out (like you’re
motioning STOP) and say “we’re training right now, I’ll talk to you later”!

Guess what you just did? You taught your dog THREE simple, yet very effective things:
They don’t have to stress about people or dogs coming up to them because you keep them safe by controlling
their environment.
They LOVE it when people start to walk towards them because treats appear from you.
Oh, and by the way, they don’t want the person to walk away because treats stop. (your dog thinks “please come
back so I can get more treats”!)
Once your dog is comfortable with people coming towards him, you can start working on more direct training. But
this will give you a good base to start with!
-Giene Keyes,

Timber Ridge Equipment Auction!!
By Dana Nelson

The Timber Ridge Equipment Auction was a B I G success!! It was very interesting to watch as bidders began to make their offers – and the strategies used to get the items they wanted. Who knew
those ring gates and stanchions would bring such excitement or that the A-Frame and tunnels who
have all those bids?! It was enjoyable to watch. ALL the equipment was S O L D!!! While we are
still waiting for two people to pick up their items; once those items are picked up the final will be
$5353.00

This auction happened through the work of MANY people!! Mary Ann Ralston, Connie Wood and
Jocelyn Reed for their initial assessment of the equipment; then Mary Ann and Jocelyn for the tedious work of photographing and emailing all the photos to me with a description. Laurie Bandy for
the additional descriptions and photos along with the equipment pick-up coordinator. There were
others, and I apologize if you are not included in this thank you. Please know your work is appreciated!

In Memoriam
Dave's Ace Hole, 10/21/2008-03/29/21, we knew it
was likely our last year with you as you had been declining, but we didn't expect you to go tragically
with a "twisted stomach". Guess even at the end you
had to do it your own way! Every time Dave was going to grill, you were at the door waiting---HOW did
you always know, even when he wasn't even getting
things ready yet? You loved to play ball, and chase
dogs, and swim in the pond. You loved to run at the
land. You tolerated puppies and new additions even
when they annoyed you or were mean to you. Such a
lover, sure every visitor was there to see you! You
licked so hard you chomped your jaws and made
people nervous thinking you were biting (which you
weren't). You learned flyball, played enough to earn
a title, but didn't like playing by the rules. Wish we'd
found disc in your younger years, as you absolutely
loved to play! Even once your back end wasn't working the best you were so excited to take your turn to
play! You leave a "big guy" sized hole in our family,
and we miss you terribly, Ace!
Amy Sjomeling & Dave Cattanach

Out and About with Rob!
Timber Ridge members were busy at the Scentwork Club of Central Wisconsin trial.

Thanks to Rob Duberstein for some great photos and for sharing. These dogs are amazing. I invite you to look
through Rob’s albums on Facebook to see more pictures of dogs and handlers enjoying their passions.

Lancashire Heeler "Banksy" Broken Wing's Makin' a Statement TKN BCAT RATN had a
busy April, going 4 for 4 in
Barn Hunt to finish his Novice
title (RATN) and earning two
Open legs at Janesville-Beloit
KC. The next weeked he ran
Fast CAT at the Greater Milwaukee Irish Setter Club
event, running all personal
bests and earning another
142+ points towards his DCAT.
Jona Decker

Hummer, “ JayDee's Not Just A Song n Dance,
MXJ, AX, NJP, RN, CAA, PennHIP .19/.33-OFA Hips/Elbows/Patella/
Shoulder/Cardiac/Dentition, DM N/N (clear) MDR1+/+ (clear), HUU G/G
(clear), Hemophilia Factor VIII (type A) G/G (clear)”
Received an award for being the #8 German Shepherd sire for the GSDCA
Annual Training Achievement Award program for 2020. Hummer is currently
in retirement, but is very thankful that his progeny placed him on this list!
-Kayla Summerville

CH Valbrown’s C’Est Moi Ceniila RN TKN earned
her second major and second CH defeat with her 3
point select Bitch (pending AKC confirmation)
and also completed not only RI, but has completed
2 virtual rally advanced leg Qs.

GordyNiila’s Sweet Little Willie Won’t Go turned 6 months on April 23rd, and showed beautifully to
win his 6-9 month ribbons on the next two days.
GCH Doc’s Flashy Gordon RA CA FCAT CGC TKN has also earned his 3 qualifying Virtual Rally Excellent legs for his RE.
-Wendy Jones

Ivy had a great weekend at the Scent Work Club of
Central Wisconsin trial at the Lions Camp in
Rosholt. She earned her overall Advanced title and
two new individual titles in Excellent Containers
and Excellent Interiors, all with placements; including a First and a Second. Now, on to Masters
with my little girl!
– Jocelyn Reid

Willie and I competed in our first scentwork trials on May 2nd. We passed 4 of the 6 searches we
entered in the trials put on by the Scentwork Club
of Central Wisconsin at the Wisconsin Lion’s
Camp - a beautiful venue! In addition, this
month, Willie qualified in Beginner Novicevirtual with a score of 193 for his first leg toward
is BN; and Rally Advanced-virtual with a score of
95 for his second leg of his RA. The Rally judge
commented that he “enjoyed watching my happy
dog work!”
- Sherry Salzman-Scott

Thank you to the Scent Work
Club of Central Wisconsin for
a great weekend. The
weather was perfect and the
venue amazing. So proud of
Ketch - Charbr Cast A Net
at Afortunado, earned two
new titles—Novice Buried and
Container Advanced. It was
great to catch up with
friends!

Ketch, Millie and Maura are
owned by Shelley Plucker
and Barb Crowther

I had a great time at the trial hosted by the Scentwork Club of Central
Wisconsin. My girls rocked it going
8 for 8! Millie has a new Novice
Container title and two legs towards
her Novice Interior and Maura
earned her Novice Buried and Novice
Exterior titles to finish her overall
Novice title. The weather was great,
and it was so good to see friends
that I haven’t seen in ages. So proud
of my girls.

TIMBER RIDGE OBEDIENCE CLUB OF CENTRAL WISCONSIN, INC
Combined Membership and Board Meeting
April 8, 2021 via Zoom
Meeting called to order at 6:21 pm by board president Laurie Bandy
Members present: Laurie Bandy, Amy Sjomeling, Jona Decker, Damian Burke, Mary Burke, Sue Taylor, Lori Schuman, Liz Berg, Anna Manthey, Cindy Pischke, Pete Pischke, Lori Bartell, Kathy Schuh, Ann Hanson, Phyllis Christensen, Kayla Summerville, Paula Kropidlowski, Connie
Wood, Wendy Jones, Rose Gottung, Jamie Laing, Jenny Kressin, Jenny LaPorte, Jocelyn Reid
There was discussion about last month’s minutes. Rose Gottung asked that it be changed to add that she had extended an invitation from
Paper Cities Kennel Club to jointly host a Fast Cat, but that after discussion Timber Ridge had declined.
Ann Hanson presented the treasurer’s report, will be approved subject to audit. There was some discussion about moving some money to
the savings account so we aren’t carrying so much in checking and Ann will take care of that.
Committee Reports:
Website— Jona Decker stated that she is working on it, needs to rebuild it, looking into other software, wanted some others to
help and be allowed in to edit it. Cindy Pischke made a motion seconded by Phyllis Christensen that was unanimously agreed
upon that we move forward to shifting to new software services/host, capped at spending $170 a month.
2020 Barn Hunt fun day—Ann Hanson shared options for O’Rats club (they charge $800/day and limit to 10 dogs in each of 2 2hour sessions in a day for a seminar, not sure about audit spots, we must provide fencing and straw bales) and for Apple Blossom Kennels (they charge per dog based on 2 4-hour sessions per day seminar, but provide everything, unlimited audit spots).
After discussion it seemed O’Rats was more economical and was decided Ann will book a date with them, likely June 26 or 27 th.
2022 Spring Obedience Trial-Cindy Boenhert , Feb 5 & 6, 2022
2021 Spring Agility Trial-Jane Zank, 4/3—5/2,Mark Upshaw
2021 May Agility Trial-Laurie Bandy-5/7—5/9,Siong Black
2021 Spring FAST Cat-on hold
2021 Awards-Jenny LaPorte has everything picked up, 3 items need to be remade. We will do our Awards Meeting next month at
Iverson Park.
2021 Labor Day Agility Trial, Sept 3-5, Linda Redfield, Mark Rudd
2021 Fall Fast Cat-on hold
2021 Updog event -Amy Sjomeling, October 9-10, judge Lea Falck, approved with Updog
2021 Tracking Test-Cindy Pischke has 2 judges available on Nov 7th, which conflicts with obedience trial but wouldn’t likely draw the
same people. She will move forward with this
2021 Fall Obedience Trial- Nov 6-7Sherry & Jenny will co-chair this, Lynn Tamms & Robert Burgin
Nov 2021 1st agility trial Nov 12-14, Linda Redfield-Michael Teh
Nov 2021 2nd agility trial Laurie Bandy, Terry Elger
Old Business:
none
New Business:
Paula Kropidlowski brought up the idea of having a scholarship for Juniors. She will gather more information and bring it to the
next meeting. As a club we used to discount juniors’ entries. Perhaps we could do a separate fundraiser to raise funds for Juniors? There was discussion, but will be on hold until Paula has more info.
Phyllis Christensen would like to see us offer more training opportunities.
Connie Wood asked what happened with the smaller stuff like rally signs and holders, etc that were at the building. That got
missed and left in a cabinet there. Jenny LaPorte will stop in and see if it’s still there.
Guests present: Both Wendy Carlson and Ruby Kluck attended tonight as their second meeting and were unanimously voted in as new
members. Also present tonight were two guests, Shannon Schoenberg and Dee Willems.
There was discussion about next month’s meeting. Laurie will try to set up a connection for internet on a laptop with her phone so we can
still do a Zoom meeting, but will need someone else to run it once it’s set up as she will run the meeting. After some discussion, Laurie
made a motion to hold next month’s meeting at Iverson Park, Amy Sjomeling seconded. It was voted on and passed. THIS WILL BE OUR
AWARDS MEETING AS WELL.

Meeting was adjourned by club president Laurie Bandy at 7:40pm
Respectfully submitted by Amy Sjomeling, club secretary.

April 2021Treasurer’s report
Opening balance checking account
04/01/21
04/02/21
04/02/21
04/07/21
04/08/21
04/09/21
04/10/21
04/13/21
04/14/21
04/14/21
04/20/21
04/21/21
04/30/21

16,215.39

Deposit
81.05 awards
Deposit
43.89 awards
nd
Camp Bandy
-570.00 2 quarter arena rental for members
Rose Gottung
-13.69 February obedience miscellaneous
Ann Hanson
-300.00 AKC September agility apps
Deposit
412.66 return of AKC app fees, fun runs entry, awards
transfer
-14,474.00 to savings
Deposit
210.00 fun runs
Camp Bandy
-105.00 fun runs arena rental
Wausau Awards
-354.50 awards
Ann Hanson
257.66 April agility judge lodging
Deposit
5,780.00 April agility entries
Deposit
4,665.00 agility auction

Total

11,848.46

Savings Balance
Balance CDs
Total Assets

14,881.60
8,245.95
34,976.01

Pineries – CDs

2,747.87
2,494.84
3,003.24
8,245.95

Please Note: Newsletter Deadlines:
Please submit all brags, articles, or information you would like in the
newsletters by the last of each month.
All photos should be cropped and edited as you would like to see
them and in a .jpeg or .gif format.
Thank you!!

Barb Crowther

TRDTC Officers and Contacts 2020
Term Until

President: Laurie Bandy

1/31/2022

laurie@campbandy.com

Vice President:

1/31/2022

Jared@redfieldlaw.com
Treasurer: Ann Hanson

alhanson1@gmail.com

1/31/2021

Secretary: Amy Sjomeling

aslvlabs@gmail.com

1/31/2021

Board Members:
Rose Gottung
Dana Nelson
Kathy Schuh
Sherry Salzman-Scott
Newsletter: Barb Crowther

rosesbeagles10@gmail.com
rdjjj@charter.net
kschuh@charter.net
s,salzman@froniter.com

Club Website

http://www.trdogtraining.com

1/31/2022
1/31/2022
1/31/2022

threeboyseh@hotmail.com

TIMBER RIDGE SUNDAYS AT CAMP BANDY
GUIDELINES:
1. Please gate off the section you are working on during separate skills
2. Please ask if the person is done using the equipment before you start working your dog

3. Please have gating across the front while running full course agility
4. Please have dogs on leash while entering and exiting the building

830-11:30 AM

4:00-7:00 PM

8:30-10:00 AM

4:00-5:30 PM

Obedience, Agility, Flyball
(Separate Skills)
10:00 - 11:30 AM
Agility, Full Courses

Agility, Full Courses
5:30-7:00 PM
Obedience, Agility, Flyball
(Separate Skills)

2021
dates subject to change if there is an event at Camp Bandy

830-11:30 AM
May 16, June 6

4:00-7:00 PM
May 30,
June 27

